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This article contains a short review of business interests in the EU and economic lobbyism as a

mechanism of efficient interaction between supranational business associations and governmental

structures of the certain countries and the EU. The causes of development and evolution of

business interests’ representation system are being analyzed; the existing type of governmental

structures of the EU which is available for the influence of organized interest groups is justified in

the article. The article will be interesting to students and postgraduates who are studying modern

world economics and political science.

The first phase of the EU was driven by a

search for economic prosperity and global com�

petitiveness. Creating one single Europe�wide

home market and replacing protected national

markets with open borders has been based on

enhancing competition and the capability of Eu�

ropean business to compete in the global econ�

omy of the twenty�first century, and reducing

transaction costs of market exchange. The me�

chanics of achieving this liberal vision has meant

that business related issues have been at the

forefront of European integration and its every�

day policy making. An estimated 80 per cent of

economic measures passing through member

state legislatures have a ‘made in Brussels’ stamp

on them.

Around 1,000 formally constituted business

associations are organized at, and addressed

to, the EU level, accounting for approximately

two�thirds of all EU groups. Available indica�

tors suggest that their numbers have reached a

plateau since the mid�1990s, and that the pro�

portion of business groups in Brussels has de�

clined relative to citizen groups. The variety

amongst these is astonishing. They range from

unique and exclusive business wide clubs of

multinational firms geared to creating the mac�

ro environment in which business can flourish,

such as the ERT, to highly specialist interest

organizations whose operational work is un�

dertaken by a domestic business association

located far from any centre of EU decision�mak�

ing. An example of this latter type of organiza�

tion is provided by the Hamburg�based Europe�

an Natural Sausage Casing Association (EN�

SCA). EU business associations are quite dif�

ferent from those to be found in domestic poli�

tics. The main differentiating factors are that

EU business associations are mainly federated

(i.e. associations in which other associations

are members), and have functions restricted pri�

marily to political representation. Associations

including other associations as members account

for 84 per cent of all EU business interest as�

sociations. Together, these factors generally

result in tendencies towards narrow specializa�

tion, high membership densities, low collective

action problems, and a low level of resourcing

and autonomy, considered further below.

The most familiar of these concerns the ini�

tial phase of formation of the ERT that included

senior Community bureaucrats, with Commis�

sioner Davignon reportedly recruiting most of

the members of the original group. At the sec�

toral level, notable examples were provided in

the 1980s in the biotechnology and retail do�

mains, and a decade or so later in the eco�

friendly energy domain, and the European Ser�

vices Forum (ESF), established by UNICE to

provide them with assistance throughout the

present General Agreement on Tariffs and Ser�

vices (GATS) negotiations process.

Today European Union is not only a com�

mon economic market, but a specific system of

political governance, which differs a lot from

the national systems. It is less ordered and less

hierarchical.

Lobbying structures which represent Euro�

pean business interests started forming in Brus�

sels almost at the same time with the beginning

of European integration process with signing a

European economic society foundation agree�
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ment in 1957. By the year 1958 there had been

two pressure groups in Brussels, which are still

considered as two of the most influential lob�

bying structures.

The first structure is the European Confed�

eration of Agriculture which is lobbying Euro�

pean farmers’ interests. This association is mak�

ing a big impact on the process of agricultural

politics development and implementation. It is

a well known fact that to develop and imple�

ment the common agricultural politics 50% of

the EU expenses are spent. As was observed

by U. Kurchevska, the Polish researcher of Euro

lobbyism, “this sum is the best proof of the

efficiency and power of the European confeder�

ation of agriculture”. Confederation is a federa�

tive organization consisting of different domes�

tic agricultural unions. Nowadays it remains one

of the most powerful and skilled lobbies in the

EU. The confederation pays a lot of attention to

the contacts with European Commission and first

of all with the board of directors of agriculture,

has good relations with all EU members’ minis�

ters of agriculture, with members of agricultural

commission, and with secretariats of all politi�

cal groups.

The second organization is UNICE (Union

of Industrial and Employers’ Confederations of

Europe, from 2007 it’s renamed to Business

Europe) is a supranational structure. It was

founded in compliance with the Treaty of Rome.

Nowadays the Union represents European busi�

ness. It represents business in all supranational

structures, more often it doesn’t interfere in

questions connected with certain economic sec�

tors. It promotes common interests of the rep�

resented national associations, it coordinates

its politics, maintains efficient contacts with

EU institutions, expresses its opinion on differ�

ent programs and bills, initiates bills’ promo�

tion that are important for business in the EU.

The union is a federative structure. Today it is

one of the most influential lobby organization

which includes 40 different federations, part�

ners of the EU including Russia. The associated

member for example is the Russian Union of

Industrialists and Entrepreneurs. The union pub�

lishes official newsletters on different issues,

about 100 numbers a year; 45 of its employees

monitor constantly the ongoing changes.

The surge of activity dates back to 1986

when the Single European Act was signed. Ac�

cording to this document the supranational struc�

tures terms of reference cover some key spheres

for business (such as common European market

regulation), which before that had been under

control by national governments. After that Act

common European institutions became in charge

of scientific and technical, ecological and re�

gional policy.

The economic development of the lobbyism

in EU had two stages. The first stage from the

late 50�s � beginning of 70�s when European

business groups involved mainly in reducing

economic risks which were connected with the

formation of the common European market, and

developing normative documents which estab�

lished unified rules. During the first decades of

integration the big corporations were trying to

influence the EU mainly via national governments

and business associations. Although it was not

enough for big corporations, that’s why major

companies started working out strategies to

directly influence the EU decisions. The best

example of such kind is the activity of UNICE,

which was trying to coordinate the activity of

national industrial federations and trade associ�

ations, to take part in some decision makings

and to consult the EU providing expert servic�

es.

The second stage is from the late 80�s till

nowadays when big European business has been

coming to active lobbying. The opening of the

common market gave new opportunities for the

intensive economic growth. In these conditions

corporations were extremely interested in high�

er competitiveness of the European business.

They concentrated their efforts to introduce the

common European system of export control, to

expand the indirect taxation, to improve Euro�

pean infrastructure and dataware, to stabilize

unified European currency. Due to the changes

of business priorities the main direction of the

lobbying activity is becoming a development

joint with the EU of the new course in the sphere

of economic and competitive policy. All these

changes increased the number of lobbying struc�

tures and people involved in this activity.

Corporative lobbyists are mainly situated

in the capital of the EU. According to the com�

petent research institute “Corporate Europe

Observatory” about 70% of them support in�

terests of big business, 20% are lobbying the

interests of the regions, cities and interregional
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associations, 10% represent non�government

structures including trade associations, health

and environmental organizations etc. All this

can be explained by better organization, unity,

greater resources of corporative lobbyists.

The EU representatives collaborate with lob�

byists very actively. For them the regulation of

the interest sphere has always been the priority

in terms of creation of regulatory acts. Busi�

ness representative structures are the most in�

fluential ones due to their resources and infor�

mal relations.

Pluralistic character of the interaction of

the European Parliament with business struc�

tures can be explained by the fact that it con�

sists of 787 parliamentarians from 27 EU mem�

bers. European parliamentarians act independent�

ly pursuing their own interest.

Due to the fact that there are a lot of dif�

ferent interests represented in the EU, the Eu�

ropean Commission stimulates the development

of different forums in a form of a dialogue of

European Commissioners and high�ranking offi�

cials of the European Commission with the most

influential business representatives, and forces

the organization of special forums and consul�

tations with European business federations.

These forums have turned into brain where Eu�

ropean economic policy is worked out.

During these consultations the risk of re�

ceiving unreliable information is being reduced

because of the involvement of different groups.

The specific character of lobbyism in the EU is

that lobbyists have to take into account not

only interests of the certain companies, but also

to take into consideration their national mar�

kets.

To receive full information the European

Commission forced and helped to create Euro�

pean business federations.

 “Upwards” lobbying through committees

is more efficient then “top�down” that is through

ministers, members of the European Commis�

sion and other high�ranking officials. It permits

to define the direction and style of a legislature

document at an early stage of its agreement.

Corporate groups tend to join the decision mak�

ing process as soon as possible. So they have

the opportunity 1.to correct their aims in ac�

cordance with the document 2. to influence lower

officials who prepare the preliminary project,

and that is much easier than to influence high�

ranking officials. No doubt that to lobby effi�

ciently in the EU ideal preparation is needed.

Lobbyists should understand who is responsi�

ble at which stage for the content of the docu�

ment.

To sum up, one can say that in Europe there

is no traditional governmental model when the

central role is played by the national govern�

ment that has the majority of resources. Uni�

fied EU government plays a role of the media�

tor. The process of governance is the search of

assent, where the main characters are the Coun�

cil of Europe and the European Commission

which is not accountable to anyone.

Economic interest groups were the first to

understand the meaning of informal and semi�

formal channels of influence on the decision

making process in the EU. Business interest

groups have a great impact on the decision

making process at the supranational level.
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